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A snake in a graph G is a simple cycle without chords. A pseudo-snake is an induced 
subgraph in which each node has degree at most two. In this paper we obtain further results on 
the problem of deterrmining the length of a longest snake an -d establish bounds for the size of a 
largest pseudo-snake in K$ where Kf is the product of d cqies of the complete graph K, on or 
vertices. 
A ?<lake in a graph G is a simple cycle without chords. A pseudo-snake in C is 
an induced subgraph in which each vertex has degree at most two. e denote by 
S(G) the length of a iongest snake i d by FS(G) +.e largest number of 
nodes a pseudo-snake in G can have. duct of d copies of 
the complete graph K, on 12 vertices. One may think of as the graph whose 
vertices are the zd d-tuples (aI, a2, . . . I ad), 0 S ai S n - 1, in which two vertices 
are joined by an edge if they differ in exactly one coordinate. In this papez we 
obtain further i-exults on the problem of estimating S(Ki) and obtain bounas for 
) a These problems have their origins in the theory of error chzcking ~wks. 
e reader should see [4-71 for an account of these and other applications, ~EI the 
case ye = 2. r the case IZ > 2, see [1 and for a variant of the protriem, see [a]. 
terminology and notation ot explained in this paper, see [l] or [Z]. 
was shown in [1] that for n 2 2, d 3 2 
d-2 
k=l 
and 
qy j 5 I 
2g2*-l-l, if 2’ < CE < 2l+l, 
2nd-’ ? if d = 2’. 
(2) 
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r each jZ.xed d, 
z) 3 2(t)d-2nd-’ + 0(ndm2), 
m n --) 00. The constant implied by the O-notation depends only on d. 
. Forn~2andd~2, 
1 p+- 
> 
rid-l 
\ d-l l 
(3) 
at since a snake is a pseudo-snake -we have S(Kt) 6 
gives an upper bound for S(K,d) also. en d = 3, the bounds given by Theorems 
1 and 2 coincide asymptotically sothat we get the following result, which settles a 
uestion raised in [ 11. 
z) = $n2 + O(n), as n+ 00. (5) 
e do not know whether 
exists when d 3 4. If we set 
whereas Theorem 1 gives the improved estimate 
ised in [ 11, as to whether cd is bounded away from 
0. as d + 00, remains unanswered. 
3 is easy to partiti nodes of Kt into n equal sets each of which induces a 
seudo-snake. Thus ) 3 nd-‘. In the case n = 2, Danzer and Klee showed 
$) = 2d-’ for d 3 4, and it might seem natural to conjecture that this 
al; that is, d n J = ndwl for each fked n, provided d a d&z). We 
wever, tha ns is not the case. 
) 2 ndpm ’ -f- n[d’21. (6) 
(4) and (6) is fairly big and we have no reasonable co 
correct order of magnitude of the difference between PS( 
here is no loss of generality in assuming that 
e shall prove 
e snake JT in escribed in [l] is a ecial snake which shows t 
E) = 2n. This, together wit 
2 2(j)d-2nd-1 
k=l 
us, for each ed d, 
), (3) foEows. 
prove (7). For = (a,, a2, . . . , ad) in and 
j = 0, I, 2, . . . , 2k - P, let Pi = 
module t2. Let 9’ f maximal length in 
and let 9 = {P)‘,, n, for j = 0, 1,2, . . . ,2k - 1, Z@ is a special 
snake and if 0 s j c 1 G 2k - 1, 9j and 9 have no vertices in common. 
see this, suppose (aI, u2, . . . , ad) is a vertex of 9 and 9, j 
( aI, a2, . . . 9 ad @ (n - 2j)) and (ai, a2, e . . , ad $ (n - 21)) are vert 
Since they differ in only one coordinate they must be consecutive vertices of 9. 
However, they differ in the last co inate and the difference is even, contradict- 
ing the fact that 9’ is special. t r7-r be the largest number or satisfying 
pit - I (mod 4) and consider the foiiowing array of points in 
moment, the points outside the box. 
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3&e points in each column represent an open snake lying in two consecutive 
in kVd G, %tiZ. Tht? 
second column is 
instead of 9 and starting on level 3 and ending on 
oint in one column is adjacent to any point in any 
oints, if j # 1. Note also that 
e now show how these 
oints in the first and second columns are 
l), the first points in the second and third columns are 
the last points in the last two culumns are both 
last columns are 
us, these points m be used to link the open 
wever, the only way that 
example, if the link 
. . . , 0% (09 (SI I)9 (&+I, 0, (f!+z, 1), (e*,, o), . . ” 
); (pi+l, l), (q+,, I), by ( +1, 0). Similar things may 
atterns that may occur near (5, 1) and we find that we 
11 cases. Since (Pf,, 1) can be adjacent to at Most d - 1 
er than (P,, I)) we lose at most 2(d -. 1) points in 
se alterations. Of course, similar things can be done for all of the 
e are then left with a snake whose length is at least 
‘- a n ) 3 = In we get 
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& 
results: 
ent rests on the following urelgr combinatorial 
Let AI, AZ, . . . , Ad, d 3 3, be sulzsets of an m-element set A. If 
P 2: = 1,2, i . . , d and if strict inequality hol& for some i, then three 
have non-empty intersection. 
Let A be a set and let 
et X be a subset 
x E X for which there y E X, 
n order to obtain roposition 1 note that if the 
element of A appears in more thm two sets so that 
oes not hold, no 
a contradiction. 
roposition 2 can be seen as foiiows. e have 
1% 
so that 
Since II31 < (d - 1) 1X1/d, we get 
from which the deskb con&Go 
ow we complete the proof of Theorem 2. Let X be a pseudo-sna :a 
suppose that 
Let 
whose ith is 0. Then I&i --= ~8-l 
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ositiorl 2, &l> 2 1X1/d, and then, by Proposition 1, there are 
I such that Xpk ba Xpi Ci Xp, # 0. However, if x is in this intersection, 
oints on the pseudo-snake adjacent o x, a contradiction. Thus 
1 s (I+$++? 
efore giGng the proof of eorem 3 we need to introduce some additional 
A n-l are sets of then [A&, Al, . . . , A,_,] 
e set of points UC!! (Ai, i) i ij9 1 l = 0, 1,2, . . . ) n - 1, 
j=0,1,2,...,n- 1, are sets of points in then the matrix [A,] represents 
the set of points 
n the proof of Theorem 3 we shall be dealing with such matrices in 
which the AS are not all different and it will be convenient o use single 
subscripts. or example, 
1 fepr=nts (A,, 0, 0) U (A,, 0, 1) u (A,, I, 0) u (A,, 1, I). 
. Let A,,, Al, . . . , A,+ be pseudo snakes in Kz such that 
1, except perhaps when (i, j) = (p1- 2, n - I). ‘iet 
and suppose the nodes of A are pairwise non-adjacent and that 
to any node of (An+ UA,+) - A. Then 
I+? This can be seen as follows. 
) is not adjacent o any node of 
and thus has degree at most 2. Let x tzAn+ 
) n - 2) is adjacent’to exactiy one node in (A,+ n - 1) (namely 
,n-2). Ifx$A, (X,FZ-2)} is 
ost two nodes of (A,,-*, n - 2). 
Thus [Ao, Al,. . . 9A,_,] is a 
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The same type of reasoning used in the preceding paragraph shows that Ah is a 
pseudo-snake in if2. In fact, the only nodes that one has to check carefully are 
those that involve A n-2 OIY An-l. Let x EA,-~ and consider, for definiteness, the 
node (x, 0, b2 - 1). If x E d, then (x, 0, it - 1) is adjacent o (x, 0, PZ - 2) and 
(x, 1, TI! - 1) but to no other nodes. If n e d, then (x, 0, n - 1) is not adjacent to 
any nodes in (An_2, 0, n - 2) or (A,&+, 1, n - 1) and to at most two nodes in 
n_l, 0, 12 - 1). Similar remarks can be made about any point involving An_2 or 
n_l. Thus AA is a pseudo-snake. 
e now define A;, Ai, . . . , Ai_, as follows: For i = 1,2, . . . , n - 2 set 
A; = 
B Aj A,+, Aj+z l l l An-3 An-2 AZ-1 A0 Al . l l Aj-am 
A j-l Aj Aj+l l l l An-4 An-3 An-2 A,*-, Au l l l Aj-2 
A j-2 Ai-1 Aj l * 9 An-5 An-4 An-3 An-2 A,*-, l l 0 Aj-3 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. 
.Aj+l A’ j+2 A;+3 l ** Ai- A,*-, A, A, A2 l e* ij . 
where, as before, the ith row is obtained from the (i - 1)st by a right circular shift 
and where A,“_, = A,+ - A. Finally, set 
A’ n-l = 
An-, A, Al ..a An_3 A,*_; 
A* n-2 An_1 A0 l . . An-4 An-3 
A n-3 A:e2 A,+ . l 9 A,,+ An.e4 
. . 7 . . . . . . . 
A, /il A, l -- A;_, A,_, 
. . 
where Az-2 = A,_2 - A. It is easy to check that A;, A;, . . . , AA__, aie pseudo- 
snakes in K$+‘. In fact, this would be the case even without removing A from 
A n-2 or A,+ The deletion of A from An-2 or A,+ has the eBxt of ensuring that 
A;, A;, . . 4’ .,- n- p have all of the properties of Ao, Al, . . . , A,+ that are needed 
to be able to repeat the procedure; namely, AI n Ai = C;a for 0 s i <j s n -- 1, 
except for (i, 8) = (FZ - 2, Iz - i j, in WiliL;P case the nodes of f4’ =A& &4&1 are 
pairwise non adjacent and no node of & is adjacent o any node of (AA_, U 
A;_,) - A,. 
Now take as a starting point the following colhxtion of pseudo-snakes in .Y$: 
A0 = { (0, O)(l, O), (1, l), . . . , (i, i), (i + 1, i), (i i- 1, a’ + I), l l . , 
(n - 1, n - l), (0, tt - I)), 
Ai = (is, i)(P, i -t- I), (2, i + 2), . . . , (12 - i - 1, n - I), (n - i, O), 
( n -i + 1, I), > . 0 , (n - I, i - a)} 
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and one finds that the size of the largest of them is nd + &? This completes the 
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